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Abstract
Power line communication (PLC), which uses existing infrastructure of power
delivery for data transfer, is regarded as an economical, pervasive and extensive
communication solution for smart grid and home broadband applications. One of the
challenges of applying communication technologies to power line network lies in
acquirement of channel state information (CSI), which is dependent on network
topology. Moreover, the knowledge of topology provides a basis for the design of
routing protocols and power flow optimization. Therefore, efficient approaches for
dynamic topology estimation are highly demanded. While dynamic routing and
resource allocation enable high-speed and multi-tasking communication services
over power lines. In this thesis, a dynamic topology estimation scheme for PLC is
investigated, and a cross-layer routing and resource allocation scheme assisted by
dynamic topology estimation is developed to improve the system performance.
In the first contribution, a high-resolution and low-complexity dynamic topology
estimation scheme for time-varying indoor PLC networks is proposed. The scheme
consists of three parts: a) a time-frequency domain reflectometry (TFDR) based path
length estimation method, which requires measurement at a single PLC modem and
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achieves a much higher resolution than the frequency domain reflectometry (FDR)
based method; b) a node-by-node greedy algorithm for topology reconstruction,
which is much more computationally efficient than the existing peak-by-peak
searching algorithm; c) an impulsive noise assisted dynamic topology re-estimation
method, which results in a significant complexity reduction over fixed-frequency
re-estimation.
In the second contribution, a cross-layer routing and resource allocation (RA)
scheme assisted by dynamic topology estimation is proposed to optimize the system
throughput of indoor PLC network with heterogeneous delay requirements. The
proposed scheme provides a multi-layer solution, which conducts the network layer
routing based on the result of PHY layer resource allocation which is constrained by
the MAC layer queuing delay. With the dynamic topology estimation proposed in the
first contribution, the routing can be solved centrally at the source, which is more
robust against topology changes compared to distributed solutions. The proposed
cross-layer RA scheme consists of subcarrier allocation (SA) to multiple users and
power allocation (PA) to subcarriers satisfying heterogeneous delay requirements. It
is demonstrated that the proposed centralized routing strategy achieves a much lower
packet loss rate (PLR) than a distributed routing scheme; while with optimal RA, the
system throughput is significantly improved compared to the routing schemes
without considering RA.
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Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
The idea of communications over power lines [1] was firstly proposed in early 1900s,
as it required very low development cost and was easy to implement. However, due
to harsh channel condition and immature technology, it was only used by power
companies for remote metering [2] and load control [3] with achievable data rates no
more than a few kilo-bits per second [4]. The first solutions for communication over
power lines all used single carrier and narrowband techonologies operating in low
frequency bands [5]. As techonology matured and application space widened, power
line communication (PLC) systems operating in high frequency band, i.e. 2-30 MHz,
have appeared in the market, which are called broadband PLC [6]. They are used to
2provide broadband Internet access to residenttial customers, LAN connectivity
within home/office/veihicles, and control capabilities for automation and remote
metering [6-9]. In the last decade, by utilizing multicarrier schemes, a so-called “high
data rate” narrowband PLC has also drawn a lot of industry interest [4]. In spite of
being considered as a promising solution to a multitude of future applications, PLC
has not yet taken a mass share of market as wireless solutions do [4]. However, it has
become a hot topic and attracted a great amount of research interest recently, due to
the development of next-generation power grid--smart grid.
Originated in 1880s for the objective of keeping the lights on, power grid has
played a crucial role in the development of human civilization [10]. However, over
the past few decades, the aging grid has faced severe challenges from the increasing
demand of energy and the resulting environmental problems. Realizing the necessity
of modernizing the power grid, government agencies around the world are deploying
ubiquitous projects on smart grid, which has great advantages in reliability, safety
and efficiency [11]. Unlike traditional power grid which transmits power from
central generators to consumers only, the smart grid applies two-way flows of both
electricity and information to create an automated and distributed energy delivery
network [12]. Moreover, key factors of smart grid, two-way communication,
wide-area monitoring and enhanced control functionalists, all rely on a reliable and
efficient communication system [13]. The main design requirements of
communication over smart grid are low latency, high reliability and high throughput
[14]. Since no single wireless or wired solution fits all scenarios, it is commonly
recognized that the smart grid will be supported by heterogeneous networking
technologies [15].
3Utilizing existing infrastructure of power delivery for data transfer, PLC is
considered to be more economical, pervasive and extensive than wireless solutions
for smart grid and smart home applications [16]. Furthermore, since it can be easily
controlled and maintained by the power company itself other than a third party
service provider, it is a more efficient solution than other telecommunication
technologies using wires [17]. Among the wired alternatives, PLC is the only
technology that has deployment cost that can be considered comparable to wireless
since there is no need to install extra cables [18]. However, communication in a
network initially designed for power distribution is challenging due to a variety of
channel impairments [4].
Applying communication technologies to power line networks lies in
acquirement of channel state information (CSI), which is dependent on network
topology [19]. The knowledge of topology also provides a basis for designing routing
protocols [20] [21] and power flow optimization [22]. Initially constructed for power
distribution, most power line cables are placed underground or inside walls of
buildings [23]. Thus, the topology of a PLC network is usually hard to obtain.
Moreover, due to random appliance switchings which cause changes in connectivity
of loads, the PLC network topology is considered to be time-varying [24-26].
Routing strategies designed for PLC networks deal with the dynamic topology by
either updating the connectivity information periodically [27] [28] or attempting
repeatedly when transmission fails [27], which is computational inefficiency. In [29]
and [30], the benefits of using topology information for routing were further
demonstrated. Efficient approaches for dynamic topology estimation are therefore
highly demanded.
4With the increasing demand for high speed and multi-tasking communication
services, PLC systems for smart grid are expected to provide data transmission for
multiple users with heterogeneous delay requirements. For example, users sharing a
network can watch internet video clip and download files at the same time while the
smart meters sending data to the substations. Since the communication channel of an
indoor PLC network suffers various noise and has limited bandwidth [31], adaptive
resource allocation is crucial for achieving a high channel capacity for multiuser
multi-tasking services. As a multi-level connection network [19], the data
transmission between different clusters always goes through multiple hops.
Moreover, channel and network topology vary abruptly over time, the exact route
may change for every transmitting. To provide reliable and efficient delivery of data
packets through the grid, appropriate routing and resource allocation schemes are
demanded.
1.2 Research Contributions
The research conducted during this PhD study is aimed to investigate efficient
communication solutions to aid the development of reliable and high-speed indoor
PLC networks for smart grid applications. In this PhD research, a high-resolution and
low-complexity dynamic PLC network topology estimation scheme assisted by
impulsive noise source detection is proposed, and a cross-layer routing and resource
allocation scheme assisted by dynamic topology estimation is developed for indoor
PLC networks.
5The main contributions are summarized as follows:
 A time-frequency domain reflectometry (TFDR) based high-resolution and
low-complexity dynamic PLC network topology estimation scheme with the
assistance of impulsive noise source detection is proposed. This work is
different in the following aspects. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work to utilize the TFDR for topology inference, which significantly
improves the resolution and accuracy of the estimation with a single
measurement point (PLC modem). The TFDR approach investigates signals
in both time and frequency domains, and therefore the resolution and
accuracy loss caused by frequency-time domain transformation can be
avoided. Second, the proposed node-by-node greedy algorithm achieves a
much higher computational efficiency over the peak-by-peak searching
algorithm in [32]. Third, a novel impulsive noise source detection method is
proposed to detect dynamic topology changes, by utilizing the time
difference of arrival (TDOA) of the first noise impulses. Topology
re-estimations are triggered only by impulsive noise detected, and therefore
much less full-topology estimations are required than the previous
fixed-frequency re-estimation methods.
 A cross-layer routing and resource allocation scheme assisted by dynamic
topology estimation for power line networks is proposed to improve the
system throughput. This work is different in the following aspects. First, this
is the first work solving the multiuser network layer routing problem based
on the result of PHY layer resource allocation for indoor PLC networks. As a
result, the system throughput and packet loss performance are greatly
improved compared to conventional routing strategies. Second, the proposed
6joint power and subcarrier allocation approach obtains the maximal PHY
layer throughput satisfying heterogeneous delay requirements with the
minimum required power. Moreover, with the assistance of the dynamic
topology estimation presented in the first contribution, routing is done with a
centralized solution. Simulation result shows that the proposed scheme has a
much lower packet loss rate than the distributed solutions in a time-varying
network.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, some background
knowledge and research challenges about PLC are provided. The channel and noise
modeling is also introduced in this chapter. The network topology of PLC and the
related research are demonstrated in Chapter 3. Some basics of time-frequency
domain analysis and physical layer resource allocation are reviewed in this chapter as
well. Chapter 4 presents a time-frequency domain reflectometry based high-resolution
and low-complexity dynamic PLC network topology estimation scheme with the
assistance of impulsive noise source detection. In Chapter 5, a cross-layer routing and
resource allocation scheme assisted by dynamic topology estimation for power line
networks is proposed, and comparisons has been done with other centralized and
distributed solutions. Conclusions and future work are presented in the final chapter.
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Power Line Communication Systems
and Channel Modeling
2.1 Power Line Communication for Smart Grid
2.1.1 Communication Technologies for Smart Grid
Combining advanced communication and information technologies with distributed
green energy generations and intelligent management systems, smart grid is proposed
as the next-generation power grid. With smart grid, new applications such as
automatic fault detection and recovery, marketization of user-generated electricity,
home energy management, and automatic meter reading can be achieved [33]. All of
the above applications rely on an efficient and reliable communication infrastructure.
9Smart grid consists of different types of networks: home area networks (HANs)
which connect the electrical devices, building area networks (BANs) which contain a
number of apartments having HANs, and wide area networks (WANs) which provide
communications across multiple sites [34-36]. As a result, there is still much debate
on what specific communication technology should be used for each smart grid
application [37]. Since the applications of smart grid detect, measure and act in
real-time, which requires accurate and efficient information exchange, the
communication systems for smart grid must: support quality of service (QoS) of data,
be highly reliable, have high throughput and guarantee security [33].
There are a number of wireless and wired technologies applicable in smart grid,
and they are suitable for different operating environments. For example, wireless
Mesh network (WMN) is a cost effective solution with high reliability and large
coverage, which is most suitable for WANs [38] [39]. A cellular communication
system, such as 3G and 4G is a good option for communicating between far nodes
[33]. However, the channel of cellular networks are shared by customer market,
which results in network congestion and decreased performance [40]. PLC and
ZigBee are commonly recognized as two promising candidates for smart grid in
HANs and BANs. ZigBee is commonly used for metering and energy management
with low bandwidth requirement and operates within an unlicensed spectrum [41].
However, the low prepossessing capacity and the interference with other appliances
sharing the license-free frequency band limit its performance. The most important
advantage of PLC is using the existing infrastructure to transmit high-speed data
from one device to another, which significantly reduces the development cost. PLC
has also been the first choice for communication with smart meters due to direct
connections with the meters [42]. Moreover, various studies have shown that PLC
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can provide a good system performance, especially when OFDM is applied [43] [44].
Comparing to the mature wireless technologies, PLC has a large research potential
and has been chosen to be investigated in this PhD research.
2.1.2 Power Line Communications
2.1.2.1 History and Background
In 1920s, power utilities started using high voltage power lines as the communication
medium for voice [1]. The initial system was used only by power utilities as an
alternative to telephone to enable communication between transformer stations. The
Ripple Control systems were designed and then deployed over medium- and
low-voltage electrical networks, which are considered to be the first PLC systems
[45]. As the most common form of load control, the Ripple Control system is used in
many countries including the UK [46]. It superimposes a higher-frequency signal
onto the standard 50 Hz main power grid. By this way, the power utilities are able to
transmit electricity to customers together with the commands related to tariff
switching and load control[47]. Besides the load control, remote metering was
another main driver for the interest of utilities in PLC [4]. However both of
applications required very low data rates and used single carrier narrowband (NB)
solutions in low frequency bands. With the development of technology and the
increasing demand for broadband (BB) Internet access, PLC systems operating in
high frequency band and achieving high data rates have appeared in market and
drawn a lot of research interest.
According to different operating bandwidths, PLC technologies can be divided
into three classes: ultra narrowband (UNB), NB and BB. Table 2.1 shows the
bandwidth of the three classes and the corresponding achievable data rates.
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Table 2.1 Bandwidths and achievable data rates of PLC technologies
Class Bandwidth Achievable Data Rate
UNB 0.3 – 3 kHz ~100 bps
NB 3 – 500 kHz
Low Data Rate (LDR): a few kbps
High Data Rate (HDR): ~500 kbps
BB 1.8 – 250 MHz Several hundred Mbps
UNB-PLC is a very mature technology that has been widely used in Advanced
Meter Reading (AMR) and load control applications. Although the data rate is low,
the very large operational range (more than 150 km) has attracted the interest of
hundreds of utilities. There are two kinds of NB solutions: LDR which uses single
carrier technologies and HDR which based on multicarrier technologies. NB-PLC
technologies are gaining interest for AMR applications [4]. BB-PLC achieves a high
data rate which is suitable for supporting Internet access for HANs. Considered as an
excellent home networking technology for complementing WiFi [4], BB-PLC has
attracted a great amount of research interest.
2.1.2.2 Network Architecture
The power line networks are classified according to their voltage levels as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Table 2.2 shows some common voltage levels of power networks in Europe
[45]. The power plants deliver the generated power to urban area through the High
Voltage (HV) transmission networks. PLC of HV enables several applications such
as state estimation and power system control [48]. Medium Voltage (MV) networks
distribute power to substations in different areas. Substation automation functions
require information exchange with other substations. For example, voltage dispatch
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on the distribution system requires communication between intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) of substations. Thus, MV PLC is critical for the applications of MV
level power grid. In charge of power distribution to residential network, Low Voltage
(LV) has the most communication demand [48]. Important smart grid applications
such as AMR, vehicle-to-grid communications, demand side management (DSM),
and in-home energy management all rely on the LV PLC [4].
Fig. 2.1 The architecture of PLC network [48]
Table 2.2 Common levels of electrical voltage in Europe
Network Name of the network Common voltage levels
HV
Ultra High Voltage
High Voltage
225 kV / 400 kV
65 kV / 65 kV
MV Medium Voltage 20 kV / 11kV (UK)
LV Low Voltage
380 V (three phase)
220 V (single phase)
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Since we are more interested in improving users’ experience of daily life with
PLC, this thesis focuses on investigating the communication over a LV network. The
indoor PLC network has a two-level connection structure with a time-varying
characteristic [19]. The first connection level is between the appliances and the
associated derivation box (also known as “junction box” ) which is used in a cluster
as the coordinator of the appliance connected to it , while the second level refers to
the connections between derivation boxes. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates a typical indoor
PLC network. Several challenges have been identified regarding the research of
indoor PLC. First of all, the channel modeling is complex and there is still no
universally recognized model yet [49]. Second, the communication environment is
harsh with complex noise and interference scenario. Finally, random user activities
change the connectivity of appliances, which makes the topology of the network
time-varying and unpredictable. In the rest of this thesis, the above challenges are
discussed in detail.
Fig. 2.2 A typical indoor PLC structure showing derivation boxes and connections
with appliances [19]
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2.2 Channel and Noise Modeling for PLC
2.2.1 PLC Channel Modeling
Built for delivery of power, the power line channel is very harsh and noisy for
communication and is difficult to model [49]. First, signal reflections and
transmissions caused by impedance mismatches at branch and end nodes make the
channel frequency selective. Second, various network changes such as variations of
topology and fluctuation of cable parameters make the channel time-varying.
Moreover, the structure of the grid differs from country to country. For instance,
three-phase configuration is commonly used in Europe while two-phase dominates in
the US [50]. Finally, the channel characteristics of each section of the grid are not
constant. The path loss is small at the transmission side (HV), but it grows
dramatically at the distribution side (MV/LV) especially at higher frequencies [51].
As can be derived from Joule’s law, the path loss increase with the decrease of the
transmission voltage. It is also clear that due to skin effect, a higher freqeuncy makes
a higher effective resistance which leads to a higher path loss. Table 2.3 shows some
typical path loss values of different PLC networks. Extensive studies on channel
modeling are highly demanded since any communication system must be designed to
match the characteristics of channel.
Table 2.3 Typical path loss values (in dB/km) for PLC [4]
f = 100 kHz f = 10 MHz
HV (Overhead) 0.01 - 0.09 2- 4
MV(Overhead)
MV(Underground)
0.5 - 1
1 - 2
30 - 50
50 - 80
LV 1.5 - 3 160 - 200
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In recent years, a great amount of work has been conducted to model the channel
of power line network. The modeling approaches can be classified into bottom-up
approaches [19, 52-58] and top-down approaches [59-62]. A bottom-up approach
attempts to derive a deterministic model based on the transmission line theory. The
channel transfer function can be deterministically calculated once the network
topology is obtained. On the other hand, a top-down approach tries to find the most
fitted statistical model according to measurement results.
2.2.1.1 Bottom-Up Approaches
As described in previous subsection, the fundamental of bottom-up approaches is the
transmission line theory. For a better understanding of the approach, the basics of
transmission line theory are reviewed first. Fig. 2.3 represents a typical
two-conductor transmission line model. The transmission line equations can be
derived from either the integral form of Maxwell’s equation or the per-unit-length
distributed parameter equivalent circuit. In this subsection, the latter has been chosen
for simpler demonstration.
Since the voltage and current at a point of the line varies with the distant from
source z, the Ohm’s law is not suitable for the system [63]. To solve this problem, the
transmission is divided into an infinite number of segments with a unit distance
0z . Thus, the voltage and current with a segment can be seen as constant. Fig.
2.4 shows an equivalent circuit of a segment of the transmission line. The
per-unit-length resistance, inductance, conductance and capacity of the line are
represented as r, l, g and c respectively. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to
the loop gives:
t
tzI
zltzzIrtzVtzzV 
 ),(),(),(),( (2.1)
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Divide both sides by z . Since we have 0z , the first transmission line
equation can be obtained as：
t
tzI
ltzrI
z 

 ),(
),(
t)V(z,
(2.2)
Similarly, the transmission line equation for current can be obtained by applying
Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL):
t
tzV
ctzgV
z
I


 ),(
),(
t)(z,
(2.3)
Fig. 2.3 A typical two-conductor transmission line network (e.g. tinned copper
twincore cable)
Fig. 2.4 The per-unit-length equivalent circuit for derivation of the transmission-line
equations [63]
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Replacing the time derivatives
t

in (2.2) and (2.3) with j , where f 2 .
Thus, the frequency domain transmission line equations can be obtained:
)()()( zIljrzV
dz
d
uZ
  ( 2 . 4 )
)()()( zVcjgzI
dz
d
uY
  (2 . 5 )
where Zu and Yu are the per-unit-length impedance and admittance of the line,
respectively. By solving (2. 4) and (2. 5), we can get [63]:
zjzj eVeVzV   )( (2.6)
C
zjzj
Z
eVeV
zI
  )( (2.7)
Where  j is the complex propagation constant which is frequency
dependent, and α, β are the attenuation and phase constant respectively. V and
—V
represent the voltage of forward-traveling and backward-traveling direction
respectively. uuC YZZ / is the characteristic impedance of the line.
The reflection coefficient at node z, )(z can be calculated as the voltage ratio of
the backward-traveling and forward-traveling waves:
zj
zj
zj
e
V
V
eV
eV
z 

2)(  
——
(2.8)
Substituting (2.8) into (2.6) and (2.7) yields:
)](1[)( zeVzV zj    (2.9)
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Since at the load we have )(/)( LILVZL  , we have:
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 (2.11)
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-
)( (2.12)
As can be derived from Fig. 2.3, VS = I(0)Zs + V(0). The transfer function of a
transmission line is defined as the ratio of V(L) to Vs:
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The transfer function is frequency dependent since all per-unit-length parameters and
the propagation constant of a power line are frequency dependent.
In order to calculate the transfer function of a PLC network with multiple branch
and end nodes, an impedance carry back method was proposed by Tonnello [19]. The
approach divides a large network into a number of small parts and the impedance of
branch nodes is carried back to the backbone. The transfer function of each part can
then be calculated by using (2.13). The overall transfer function of the network is the
product of transfer functions of all parts.
2.2.1.2 Top-Down Approaches
As introduced in previous subsection, the deterministic channel transfer function can
be obtained via the bottom-up approaches. However, this kind of approaches has
very high computational complexity when the numbers of nodes are large. Moreover,
it requires the knowledge of all components (cable parameters, joints, connected
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devices) which are difficult to obtain [64]. Therefore, the top-down approaches with
much lower complex have been investigated by many researchers [59-62]. These
approaches consider the communication channel as a black box and describe its
transfer characteristics by corresponding frequency response with very few relevant
parameters [59]. Different from the bottom-up approaches which derive the relevant
parameters from component properties, by analyzing a great number of
measurements, the models are formed based on fundamental physical effects. The
most well known top-down model was proposed in [59], and details about this model
are described in the following paragraph and Chapter 4 of this thesis.
The signal propagation along a PLC network does not go a direct line-of-sight
only. The additional paths caused by echoes between adjacent nodes must also be
considered. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the multipath signal propagation with a simple
example topology. The idea of a top-down approach is to model the channel transfer
function as a sum of multiple signal paths. Signal propagates along each path
independently with different amplitudes, phases and delays. According to this model,
the transfer function is expressed as [64]:



N
i
vdfjdfaa
i
ii
k
eefgfH
1
)/(2)( 10)()(  (2.14)
Where gi(f) is the weighing factor of path i which is determined by the transmission
and reflection coefficients of the path. The length of path i is represented by di, and v
is the propagation speed along the line. a0, and a1 are attenuation parameters of
power line, while k is the dependency of attenuation on frequency which reflects the
attenuation caused by skin effect [4]. These parameters are usually derived from
measured transfer functions since it is difficult to obtain all necessary cable and
geometry data for real networks. The typical values of the exponent of the
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attenuation factor k are between 0.5 and 1. As can be seen, the attenuation increases
with the frequency and distance. More detailed derivation of (2.14) will be shown in
Chapter 4.
Fig. 2.5 Multipath signal propagation in a simple network
The model is realized by assigning proper values to parameters involved in (2.14).
Intensive researches have been done in determining the parameters of (2.14) base on
channel measurements. [58] first proposed a general fitting procedure that enables
the model to reproduce the statistics of a given set of measured channels. In the Open
PLC European Research Alliance (OPERA) project [65], nine classes of reference
channels for LV/MV networks have been introduced as suitable representatives of
real channels. A random channel generator based on Zimmermann’s model [59] was
developed in [53], and the frequency bandwidth was extended to (2-100 MHz)
recently in [66] by including more statistical results. In this thesis, the works are
mainly developed based on the top-down models which have lower computational
complexity.
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2.2.2 Noise Modeling of PLC
The noise scenario is rather complicated for a power line network since different
sources of disturbance exist at the same time. Therefore, the noise cannot be modeled
as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which is employed by a lot of other
communication channels. Noise generated by multiple sources superimpose at the
receiver makes the noise model colored. There are two classes of noise in general:
background noise and impulsive noise [67]. For an indoor PLC system, the colored
background noise is caused by building and residential electronic devices. While the
narrowband interference is generally sourced from external broadcast radio bands.
On the other hand, the impulsive noise is generated by the load and connectivity
changes of the home appliances such as the switching on/off of a kettle. Three kinds
of impulsive noise have been found [67]: periodical impulsive noise synchronous
with the mains frequency, periodic impulsive noise asynchronous with the mains
frequency and aperiodic impulsive noise. Fig. 2.6 shows the general noise scenario
on PLC.
Fig. 2.6 Classification of noise on PLC channels
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Colored background noise, narrowband noise and periodic impulsive noise are
usually modeled as background noise since they remain stationary for a relatively
long period of time [67]. In this subsection, some of the representative models of
colored background noise and impulsive noise are further discussed.
2.2.2.1 Colored Background Noise
The multiple measurement results in [65] indicate that the power spectral density
(PSD) of the background noise decreases with the increase of frequency. Several
similar models are obtained by measurements and data fitting [68][69]. The
background noise PSD in [67] is expressed as:
]/[)( HzdBmfbafN
c (2.15)
Where a, b and c are parameters derived from measurements and f is the frequency in
MHz. Another model based on long-term measurements in office and home
environment was proposed in [69], which represents the PSD as:
HzdBeBBfN ff /)( 0/0

  (2.16)
Where B is the PSD when f , while B0 is the difference between the
maximum PSD and B . And f0 refers to the decaying exponential rate. The two
models are compared using some typical values of parameters obtained from the
measurements in [68] and [69], and the simulation results are showed in Fig. 2.7. For
the first model the parameters are set as: [a, b, c] = [-145, 53.23, -0.337] for the worst
case scenario, and [a, b, c] = [-140, 38.75, -0.72] for the best case [63]. For the
second model, B = -136, B0 = 38 and f0 = 0.7 are used as in [65]. As can be seen
from the figure, similar trend of the noise is obtained by both models, however the
second model has a more reasonable PSD when the frequency is low.
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Fig. 2.7 PSD of existing models of background noise
2.2.2.2 Impulsive Noise
As stated in previous section, the periodic impulsive noise is usually modeled as
background noise since it remains stationary over a long time. Thus, this subsection
focuses on the aperiodic impulsive noise for indoor PLC. Since impulsive noises
caused by switching power supplies occur only for a very short time, they are hard to
measure. In [70], impulsive noise of 23 different domestic appliances are measured
and classified according to activities on different kinds of appliances. Markov chain
model [64] describes the impulsive noise behavior accurately, but with high
complexity. In [71-73], the impulsive noise are modeled with an arrival process
specified by the duration, amplitude and inter-arrival between impulses. The
Bernoulli Gaussian model was proposed in [73], which is also known as the two
terms Gaussian model. It describes the overall noise at any given time instant as a
random value with the probability density function (pdf):
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(2.17)
where P is the probability of the occurrence of impulsive noise which follows
Bernoulli random process, ),0( 2bG  represents the Gaussian distribution of the
background noise with zero mean and variance 2b , while η is the ratio of impulsive
noise power to background noise power.
Another commonly accepted model, Middleton’s class A [72] is an infinite
Gaussian mixture model. It expresses the pdf of the background plus impulsive noise
as:
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  is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
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m . The expression !m
Ae mA
is the Poisson distribution controlling the occurrence of
impulsive noise, and A is called impulsive index. 22 / ib  is the ratio of
background noise power to impulsive noise power. By setting the parameters as the
fitted results in [67], the pdf of the two models are simulated as shown in Fig. 2.8.
Where 25-2 106456.2 Vb  , P = 0.01 and η = 100 for the Bernoulli Gaussian model,
and 01.0A for the Middleton’s class A model. As can be seen from the figure,
the two models obtain very similar pdf. This is because the Bernoulli Gaussian
model is in fact a simplified version of Middleton’s class A model [67].
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Fig. 2.8 Pdf obtained by Bernoulli Gaussian model [73] and Middleton’s class A
model [72]
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the overview of communication technologies for smart grid was
provided first. The advantages and drawbacks of PLC applied to smart grid were
discussed. In Subsection 2.1.2, detailed introductions of the background,
classification and architecture of PLC network were given. The communication
applications of the HV, MV and LV networks were discussed. It is also emphasized
that the difficulties in channel and noise modeling, and the random topology changes
are the main research challenges for PLC. In Section 2.2, the bottom-up and
top-down channel modeling approaches were reviewed. The transmission line theory
for deriving the transfer function and the well-known multipath channel model were
also presented. Finally, the complex noise scenario for PLC and the most commonly
accepted models for colored background noise and impulsive noise were reviewed.
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Chapter 3
Overview of Topological Analysis and
Resource Management for PLC
Networks
This chapter presents an overview of the preliminaries for our research topics. In
Section 3.1, the recent research on PLC network topology is reviewed. The basis of
time-frequency analysis is described in Section 3.2, and the resource allocation for
OFDM based systems is introduced in Section 3.3. Finally, the summary is presented
in Section 3.4.
3.1 Topological Analysis of PLC
As stated in Chapter 2, the estimation of random and time-varying network topology
is one of most important the challenges for the development of PLC. This section
first introduces the well-known indoor PLC topology models. And a random
topology generation method is presented for the investigation of channel
characteristics.
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3.1.1 Network Topology
The research on topology of power line network provides a deep understanding of
the network dynamics, and it is also crucial for channel modeling [4]. This thesis
focuses on topologies LV power distribution networks including the indoor PLC
networks. Different physical layouts are found in distribution networks, since they
are designed according to different constraints of budget, system reliability and load
impedance. Ring and radial (tree) layouts are the most commonly seen topologies for
distribution power grid.
With the advantages in construction cost and simplicity, radial topologies [19]
are most widely used for distribution networks. In a radial network, power from a
substation radiates out into progressively lower voltage lines until the residential and
business buildings are reached. Fig. 3.1 shows the physical layout of a typical radiate
network. However, this kind of topology has a relatively large communication delay
because the number of hops between source and destination grows with the increase
of the size of the network. Moreover, in the case of any feeder failure, the associated
consumer would not get any power since there is no alternative path to feed power.
A ring or interconnected topology [4] which has multiple connections between
points is normally applied in urban areas. The connections are remotely controlled by
power utilities by opening and closing the switches between them. In this case, if one
feeder is under fault or maintenance, the associated consumer can still be supplied by
other feeders connected to it, and only a small part of the network needs to be
isolated.
Indoor power line network can be represented by a two-level tree structure as
described in [19]. The first level is the connections between appliances and the
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associated derivation box while the second level refers to the connections between
derivation boxes. In this structure, two types of connection layout between outlets
and the associate derivation box are found: star type and bus type [19]. Fig. 3.2
demonstrates a typical indoor power line network topology with both types of
connections.
Fig. 3.1 An example tree topology of a distribution network
Fig. 3.2 A typical indoor power line network topology
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3.1.2 Random Topology Generator
To produce a statistical channel model for indoor PLC, there have been a number of
research attempts [4] done to develop algorithms that generate a large number of
random topologies for testing cases. According to the characteristic of power grid
which is sparsely connected with small-world network properties, a random topology
model is proposed in [74]. This model generates a large-scale network in three steps:
1. Construct sub-networks with size limited by connectivity requirements. 2. Connect
the sub-networks through lattice connections. 3. Generate the line impedance. This
thesis focuses on indoor PLC. More details about this random topology model for
large-scale networks can be found in [74].
A well-known random topology generator for indoor power line networks was
proposed in [19]. Based on the two-level connection structure, the topology is
divided into area elements, each of which contains a derivation box and all the
outlets connected to it. An outlet is defined as a connection point between home
appliance and the power cable. Each area is referred as a “cluster” and has a
rectangular shape [19]. Assume the total area of topology is Af and each cluster has
an identical area Ac, the number of clusters can be calculated as:
c
f
c A
A
N  (3.1)
A boolean matrix of size cr is used to represent the layout of the topology with
rc clusters. For example, the matrix:



111
011
M (3.2)
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refers to the topology shown in Fig. 3.3, where M(i,j) = 1 denotes the presence of
cluster at the i-th row and j-th column, otherwise the cluster is absent. (This model is
a well recongnized model proposed in [19], and it has been cited by a lot of papers
investigating topology of PLC)
Fig. 3.3 Example cluster arrangement of an indoor PLC network [19]
The first step of the generator is to randomly arrange the layouts of clusters.
From experiment evidences in [19], it is found the number of rows can be considered
as a uniform distribution over [1, Nc], and the number of columns can be calculated
as : 


r
N
c c . Where  x is the ceiling operator. To maintain randomness, when
cNrc  all elements in the first (r-1) rows and (c-1) are set to one, while (rc - Nc)
zeros are randomly assigned to the elements in the r-th row and the c-th column.
The derivation boxes and outlets should be placed in appropriate location after
the clusters are determined. Derivation boxes are assumed to be at the top left corner
of the clusters, whose locations are shifted from the corner by a bi-dimensional offset
distance over [0, D = L/4]. Where L is the side length of cluster. The number of
outlets are placed along the cluster edge according to Poisson distribution with mean
cA , while the distances between outlets follow uniform distribution [19]. Distances
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between outlets and the associate derivation box can be calculated by simple
geometric calculations according to the type of connection: star or bus. Fig. 3.4
shows a randomly generated topology with the parameters shown in Table 3.1.
The random topology generator has provided a way to statistically model PLC
channel and investigate the characteristic of PLC networks. However, since the
difference between networks is substantial, the design of communication schemes for
a specific network still requires accurate knowledge of the instantaneous topology.
Much recent work has focused on developing algorithms to infer topologies for
power line networks, and they will be reviewed in detail in Chapter 4.
Table 3.1 Example parameters for the random topology generator
Area of network Af 150 m2
Minimum value of cluster area Amin 15 m2
Maximum value of cluster area Amax 50 m2
Outlet density λ
0.2
outlets/m2
Fig. 3.4 An example topology generated with the parameters in Table 3.1 (not to
scale)
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3.2 Time-Frequency Domain Analysis
In order to provide a high resolution and low complexity solution for topology
estimation, a time-frequency domain reflectometry based scheme is proposed in
Chapter 4. For a better understanding of the proposed scheme, some basic knowledge
of the time-frequency domain analysis is introduced in this section.
Time-frequency analysis was first proposed to analyze non-stationary signals
whose spectrum change with time [75]. The Conhen’s class [75] including Wigner
distribution, Cone-shape distribution and Choi-Williams distribution is considered to
be a high resolution and low interference model. By this bilinear transformation, a
non-stationary time series can be expressed as a distribution function of time,
frequency and kernel. The mathematical definition of the Conhen’s class distribution
can be expressed as [75]:

 ddeAtC tjxx
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where ),(  is the kernel of the time-frequency distribution, which is usually a
low-pass function designed to reduce interference, θ and τ are frequency and time
dummy variables of integration, and ),( xA represents the ambiguity function of
signal x(t) which is given by [76]:
dtetxtxA tjx
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Note that for 0 , ),( xA reduces to the autocorrelation of x(t) which is defined
as follows [77]:
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Different types of distributions are classified according to the kernels ),(  as
shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Kernels of Cohen’s Class
Distribution Kernel ),( 
Wigner-Ville 1
Cone-shape 2)sin( 

 e
Choi-Williams

 22
e
Let us take a linear modulated chirp signal with a Gaussian envelope s(t), which is
often used as a reference signal for time frequency domain reflectometry [78], as an
example.
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where α, β, t0, and ω0 are the time duration, frequency sweep rate, time center and
frequency center respectively. The signal is shaped by a Gaussian envelope in both
time and frequency domains, and the frequency of the signal increases linearly with
time. s(t) can be transformed into time-frequency domain by the Wigner-Ville
distribution [79]:
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Thus, we obtain:
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By applying a set of example parameters designed for the RG type coaxial cables
described in [78] : α = 50 ns,  2102 15  Hz/s, t0 = 100 ns, ω0 = 450 MHz. The
time-frequency distribution ),( tWs over 100 MHz band is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Fig. 3.5 Time-frequency distribution of an example linear modulated chirp signal
with a Gaussian envelope [78]
There are a number of desirable properties of the time-frequency distribution,
such as realness, nonnegativity, time shift and frequency modulation etc. In this
section, we mainly introduce the time shift and frequency modulation properties and
the corresponding requirements of kernel which are used in the later chapters. If the
kernel ),(  does not depend on t, the time shift of signal s(t) can be described as
[79]:
);,();,()()( 001 1  ttCtCttsts ss  (3.9)
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On the other hand, if the kernel ),(  is independent of ω, the frequency
modulation is represented by:
);,();,()()( 01 1
0   tCtCetsts sstj (3.10)
As can be seen, the kernel plays a crucial role in determining the properties of
time-frequency distribution of a signal. More detailed description of the properties of
time-frequency distribution can be found in [79].
3.3 Overview of Resource Management for Broadband PLC
Systems
3.3.1 OFDM Technique
As described in Chapter 2, a PLC channel can be seen as a multipath frequency
selective fading channel. To combat the frequency selectivity, orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) is widely used in PLC standards, with the advantages
of full use of spectrum, robustness against narrowband interference, and good
performance in multi-path environments. It uses a large number of equi-spaced
frequencies, called subcarriers, to carry data [80]. The data is reformed into parallel
streams, and each stream is carried by one subcarrier which occupies a narrow
bandwidth so that the corresponding subchannel can be seen as frequency-flat.
The procedure of an OFDM system is presented in Fig. 3.6. Assume the total
bandwidth of the channel is B, and suppose there are N symbols (x[0] ,..., x[N-1]) to
be transmitted. By inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the transmission data can
be expressed as:
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A cyclic prefix (CP), which refers to the prefixing of a symbol with a repetition of
the end, is inserted to the symbols to eliminate the multipath effect. The received
signals are:
}1,...,0{][][][][  NnnznXnhny (3.12)
Fig. 3.6 Simplified block diagram of the OFDM system
where h[n] and z[n] are the channel impulse response (CIR) and noise of symbol n.
The FFT is applied to the received signals after CP removal, and the recovered
signals are obtained:
][][
]}[][][{][
nZnxH
nznXnhFFTnY
n 

(3.13)
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where Hn is the frequency response of the n-th subchannel, and Z(n) is the noise on
the n-th subchannel in frequency domain. As can be seen, the frequency range for
each symbol is narrowed to B/N so that each transmission data carried on one
subcarrier undergoes flat fading and can be processed independently.
3.3.2 Diversity in OFDM based Systems
There are several kinds of diversity for OFDM based system which play crucial role
in resource management. In this subsection, the most commonly used diversities,
frequency and multiuser diversities, are presented.
3.3.2.1 Frequency Diversity
Since broadband PLC systems suffer from frequency selective fading, some parts of
the spectrum are in deep fading while some other parts have a much better channel
condition. Therefore, by dividing the signal frequency band into a number of
narrowbands, frequency diversity appears in the OFDM system [81]. Fig. 3.7
represents different amplitudes of subcarriers.
The investigation of frequency diversity provides a high degree of freedom for
designing transmission schemes to improve system performance. For example,
resource allocation for a single user OFDM system can be done according to the
frequency diversity [81]. Different amount of power and data can be allocated to
different subcarriers according to calculation results of proper optimization
algorithms; proper modulation employed in each frequency band can reduce bit error
rate (BER) and enhance the system capacity [82].
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Fig. 3.7 Different amplitude values of subcarriers
3.3.2.2 Multiuser Diversity
From Chapter 2 it is clear that the channel of PLC system is time varying which
refers to the fading changes over time. In multiuser PLC systems, the channel
frequency response are different across users since the weighing factors and
dominate path distances are different as described in Subsection 2.2.1. A lot of
research has been done on multiuser diversity [83] [84] [85]. Fig. 3.8 shows an
example to represent multiuser diversity, the channel for user 1 is under deep fading
while it may be in a good condition for user 2. Therefore, there is a freedom for the
system to always transmit data from the user with higher SNR, which obtains a better
system capacity than conventional systems. Note that this diversity exists in
frequency domain as well.
When the number of users increases, there is more degree of freedom and more
choice for data transmission. As a result, the system performance in terms of capacity
and spectral efficiency benefits from the multiuser diversity with the increase of the
number of users.
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Fig. 3.8 Example SNR of two users
3.3.3 Resource Allocation for Indoor PLC Systems
With the diversities described in Subsection 3.3.2, OFDM based communication
systems have more flexibility in data transmission. Allocating communication
resources properly can substantially improve system performance. For an indoor
PLC system, the resources are usually referred to the following prime elements:
bandwidth, carrier frequency, and transmit power. For an OFDM system, the so
called subcarrier allocation (SA) is used to allocate the bandwidth and carrier
frequency simultaneous.
In a multiuser PLC system, due to the existence of multiuser diversity in
frequency domain, allocating a number of subcarriers to different users results in a
higher capacity. The CSI of subcarriers for all users are obtained to form the SA map
first. Afterwards, each subcarrier is assigned to the user with the highest SNR in one
transmission period. Thus, users get different numbers of subcarriers according to
their channel condition. As described in Subsection 3.3.2, the system throughput
obtained by SA benefits more as the number of users increases. An example of SA is
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illustrated in Fig. 3.9, where the numbers in cubes are the relative values of SNR, and
the purple color indicates the highest value among users.
Similarly, uniform power allocation (PA) cannot obtain optimized system
capacity and BER due to frequency diversity in an indoor PLC network. Since all
subcarriers are mutually independent, adaptive power allocation [86] on each
subcarrier greatly enhances system performance. The most famous power allocation
method is the water-filling algorithm [87]. As the name suggests, the algorithm
allocates power to subcarriers to fulfill a unified water level, as demonstrated in Fig.
3.10, where the green bars are the reciprocal of CNR and the blue bars indicate the
power required for each subcarrier to reach the water level. Assume the water level is
set to be  , and the CNR of sub-carrier n is n . The allocated power on subcarrier
n can be calculated as:
Nnp
n
n ,...,0,
1 

 

 (3.14)
As can be seen, the allocated power increases with the CNR n which means that if
the channel condition is good the allocated power is high. For example, the power
allocated on subcarrier 3 in Fig. 3.10 is the highest due to its highest CNR among the
8 subcarriers. PA and SA are usually conducted jointly to achieve an optimal system
performance [81]. However,if the goal is to achieve the Shannon capacity in practice,
capacity-approaching codes such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [88] and
turbo codes [89] are required. The turbo codes are the most widely applied forward
error correction codes which are also considered as the first practical codes
developed to closely approach the Shannon capacity [90]. Since this thesis mainly
focus on optimal resource allocation part, if readers are interested in turbo codes,
more details can be found in [89-91].
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Fig. 3.9 An example of subcarrier allocation
Fig. 3.10 Demonstration of the water-filling algorithm
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the necessary knowledge required by the research topics covered in
this thesis has been reviewed. First, the topological analysis of PLC has been
presented, and the properties introduced will be utilized in the research introduced in
Chapter 4. Additionally, a random topology generator has been demonstrated, which
provides a method to statistically model and analyze PLC channel. Second, some
basic knowledge of the time-frequency domain analysis of signal propagation has
been reviewed. The Cohen’s class distributions provide methods to transform a
non-stationary time series to a distribution function of time, frequency and kernel.
This is the basis of the time-frequency domain reflectomery based topology
estimation method presented in Chapter 4. Finally, a review of resource management
for OFDM based indoor PLC systems has been presented. This preliminary helps
readers to have a better understanding of the proposed routing and resource
allocation scheme in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
High-Resolution and Low-Complexity
Dynamic Topology Estimation for PLC
Networks assisted by Impulsive Noise
Source Detection
The topology information determines the instantaneous CSI of a PLC network which
is crucial for the deployment of communication schemes to power lines [19].
Furthermore, the design of routing protocols [20-21, 27-30] and power flow
optimization [22] also rely on the knowledge of topology. However, it is hard to obtain
the time-varying topology of an indoor PLC since some parts of the cables are placed
inside walls and the changes of connectivity are unpredictable. The development of
efficient approaches for dynamic topology estimation are highly demanded and has
attracted a lot of research interest.
The topology estimation method in [20] uses two-way handshake for time of
flight (TOF) measurement between any two nodes, and tests the hypothesis of two
nodes being neighbors according to the TOF. Thus, a PLC modem is required at every
branch node and end node in the system. In [92] and [93], signaling between each pair
of end nodes was utilized to estimate their distance. Both methods rely on parameter
estimation of the channel transfer function between each pair of end nodes, and
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therefore require a PLC modem at every end node for data transmission and
measurement. In an indoor PLC network, it is not practical to have a PLC modem
equipped at every node. In [32], a frequency-domain reflectometry (FDR) based
topology inference method was proposed, which requires measurement at a single
modem. This kind of reflectometry based method is similar to channel sounding,
which obtain the CSI by analyzing the correlation of the received signal and the
transmitted signal [94] [95] [96]. However, the FDR based method has a limited
resolution, and its computational complexity increases dramatically with the increase
of the number of nodes in the PLC network. The approach described in [97] converts
path length estimation to a spectral estimation problem of complex damped
exponentials. The method requires high accuracy in the measurement of channel
transfer function, and has degraded performance when the distances between nodes
become large. In summary, the existing PLC topology estimation approaches either
require a large number of PLC modems in the network as an essential working
condition [20] [92] [93] or have performance limitations [32] [97]. Moreover, these
approaches have considered only static network topologies, ignoring the time-varying
characteristic of PLC networks in reality. As a result, all the aforementioned methods
require a full-topology re-estimation whenever a topology change occurs (how to
detect the topology change was not addressed in the previous work), which is
computationally inefficient.
In this chapter, a time-frequency domain reflectometry (TFDR) based
high-resolution and low-complexity dynamic PLC network topology estimation
scheme assisted by impulsive noise source detection is investigated. The scheme
consists of three parts: TFDR based path length estimation, node-by-node greedy
algorithm based topology reconstruction, and impulsive noise assisted topology
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re-estimation. This work contributes in the following aspects. First, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to utilize the TFDR for topology inference, although
TFDR has been used in solving other problems such as line fault detection [100]. This
approach significantly improves the resolution and accuracy of the estimation with a
single measurement point (PLC modem). It investigates signals in both time and
frequency domains, and therefore the resolution and accuracy loss caused by
frequency-time domain transformation in distance calculation can be avoided. Second,
the proposed node-by-node greedy algorithm achieves much higher computational
efficiency over the peak-by-peak searching algorithm in [32]. Third, a novel
impulsive noise source detection method is proposed to detect dynamic topology
changes, by utilizing the time difference of arrival (TDOA) of the first noise impulses.
Topology re-estimations are triggered only by impulsive noise detected, and therefore
much less full-topology estimations are required than the previous fixed-frequency
re-estimation methods.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The channel model and the review
of the previous estimation methods are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the
proposed dynamic topology estimation scheme is described. Complexity analysis is
presented in Section 4.3 and simulation results are shown in Section 4.4. Finally, a
summary is given in Section 4.5.
4.1 Channel Model and Review of the Previous Methods
4.1.1 Multipath Channel Model
A low voltage power line network consists of termination points with loads connected
(end nodes), branch nodes connecting the loads, and the power line cables linking
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them. Fig. 4.1 illustrates a 4-node network with one branch node and three end nodes.
When a signal traveling through the power line reaches a node, part of the signal is
reflected back to the previous node due to impedance mismatch, and the remaining
part continues propagating. Due to multiple reflections between adjacent nodes during
the propagation, multiple replicas of the transmit signal will be received. Therefore,
the channel is considered to be a multipath fading channel [59]. For example, in Fig.
4.1, a reference signal is injected to the network from the point of measurement, node
a. There are in principle an infinite number of replicas of the reference signal with
different attenuation and delays received at the measurement point, each of which
refers to a propagation path. Example routes are a-b-a, a-b-c-b-a, and a-b-c-b-c-b-a.
Fig. 4.1 An example 4-node PLC topology
The signal traveling along path i is characterized by three factors [59]: the
weighing factor gi, the attenuation factor iA and the delay factor i . The weighting
factor gi is the product of all transmission and reflection coefficients of path i [58].
Assuming that the signal is reflected by Ni1 discontinuities and passing through Ni2
discontinuities along path i, and 1,ki and 2,ki are the reflection and transmission
coefficients of discontinuity points k1 and k2, respectively. Thus, ig can be
calculated as [58]:
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The attenuation and delay factors are functions of frequency ω (in rad/sec) and
related to the path length li. The complex propagation constant of the line is defined as
)()()(  j , where () is the attenuation constant, and β (ω) = ω / v is the
phase constant with v denoting the propagation speed along the line. Ai and  i can
then be calculated as:
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As can be seen, the signal amplitude on each path attenuates with the increase of
propagation distance. Counting only the first Ne echoes per branch, we assume that
there are N detectable paths. The channel transfer function obtained at the
measurement point is expressed as the sum of all path components:
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Substituting (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.4) yields
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4.1.2 Review of TDR and FDR based Static Topology Estimation
Approaches
The general idea of the reflectometry based topology estimation is to inject a
reference signal to the network whose reflected signals from the discontinuity points
(i.e., nodes) are received at the injection point. By analyzing the cross-correlation of
the reference and received signals, the locations of the nodes are estimated. A
stand-alone topology estimation process can be divided into two parts: 1) estimation
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of the path lengths, and 2) reconstruction of the network via the estimated path
lengths.
There are two conventional approaches to locate the discontinuities of a network:
time domain reflectometry (TDR) [98] and FDR [99] based approaches. The TDR
uses a step pulse as reference signal, whose energy spreads over the whole spectrum.
Thus, it is not suitable for analyzing the radio frequency (RF) characteristics of a
cable. Also, the resolution of the approach is limited intrinsically.
On the contrary, for the FDR based methods, the sinusoidal reference signal used
has its energy spread over a large range of time, which makes the time-domain
analysis complicated. It measures the steady state spectral content natively, and has to
use Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) to calculate the path lengths. The results
obtained via IFT have a resolution limitation due to the time-frequency uncertainty
[97]. Letting Bmeasure denote the bandwidth of measurement, the minimum
distinguishable difference between two path lengths can be expressed as: vtl  min ,
where measureBt /1 is the time resolution of the FDR based approach. Since the
signal propagation speed in power lines is high, an extremely high measurement
bandwidth is required for a high resolution of topology estimation. For example, with
8102v m/s and Bmeasure = 10 MHz, the achievable resolution is 20 m. The FDR
based parametric model [97] achieves a higher resolution than the non-parametric
method [32]. However, the parametric method requires high accuracy in measuring
the amplitude of the channel transfer function, and some of the paths cannot be
detected if multiple paths have the same distance. Moreover, as the number of
measured path increases, the accuracy of the FDR based methods decreases
significantly [32] [97]. Thus, the FDR based methods are not suitable for a
small-scale network, such as an indoor PLC network.
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4.2 TFDR based and Impulsive Noise Source Assisted
Dynamic Topology Estimation
The topology estimation is conducted in three steps. First, we estimate the round trip
path lengths from a single measurement point to each node by using the TFDR.
Second, the obtained path lengths are used to reconstruct the connections between
nodes with a node-by-node greedy algorithm at the measurement point. Third,
impulsive noise source detection is employed to trigger topology re-estimation and
reduce its complexity in time-varying PLC networks.
4.2.1 Path Length Estimation via TFDR
Time-frequency analysis overcomes the limitation of the classical Fourier transform
analysis which cannot provide time-localized information of the non-stationary
signals. It has wide applications, such as instantaneous frequency estimation and
time-frequency filtering. TFDR, featuring the advantages of both TDR and FDR, was
recently used to locate fault on a power line cable [100].
Different from solving a fault detection problem, to estimate a network topology
which has many branches and end nodes, the multipath channel model described in
Section 2 must be considered. TFDR uses a linearly modulated chirp signal with a
Gaussian envelope [78] as the reference signal, where the Gaussian envelope is used
to remove the sidelobes in frequency domain. The frequency of the signal increases
linearly with time.
Let Bs be the frequency sweep band and Ts be the period of the signal.
Define ）（ 22/1 sTp  and ss TBq /2   . Also define t0 and ω0 as the time center and
frequency center, respectively. The chirp signal injected to the network is expressed
as:
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Since the chirp signal has a pre-determined period of time and the frequency sweep
range, it is convenient to analyze the signal in the time-frequency domain. The signal
in (6) is transformed into the time-frequency domain by Wigner distribution [101] as:
pttqttp
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Consider the multipath channel described in Section 4.1.1, as derived in [78], the
time-frequency transfer function is :
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By multiplying the reference signal ),( tW
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by ),( tH , the time-frequency domain
received signal can be represented as:
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Finally, the time-frequency domain cross-correlation function of the reference and
reflected signals at the measurement point is:
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where  dtdtWE
tt vv
),(  and tddtWE rr vv    ),( are normalizing factors.
Assuming that the frequency dependent attenuation of the channel is linear, we can
write γ(ω)= Bω [100], where B is a positive-valued constant. Substituting (4.7) and
(4.9) into (4.10) yields:
Fig. 4.2 Cross-correlation Csr(t) of the reflected and reference signals of the topology
shown in Fig. 4.1
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Since the values of p and q are both large, the peak values of the cross correlation in
(4.11) occur only at vlt ii / . Therefore, the length of path can be calculated as:
vtl ii  (4.12)
where ti represents the time of the i-th peak. Since the distances are obtained directly
from the time domain information, the resolution is not limited by the measurement
bandwidth like the FDR based approach.
Fig. 4.2 shows the cross-correlation function Csr(t) of the sample topology in Fig.
4.1. The parameters used are set with the consideration of the characteristics of
indoor PLC which uses the frequency band of up to 30 MHz. The center frequency is
chosen to be 1520   MHz to avoid significant background noise in lower band
[102], and the frequency sweep band Bs is set to 10 MHz. In terms of the rise/fall
time limitation of the signal generators, the time duration is chosen as TS = 5 ns. Thus,
16102p s-2 and the frequency sweep rate is 15104  q Hz/s. The maximum
time of repeats of each edge Ne = 4. The locations of the peaks are marked by circles
in Fig. 4.2 and they are used to obtain the path lengths according to (4.12).
As can be seen from (4.12), only the “location” of the peaks matters in the
estiamtion of path length, therefore the noise which only has effect on amplitude of
the peaks does not change the results. Since the FDR based method obtains the peak
of time domain correlation by taking IFT frequency domain ‘trace’ [32], the
resolution is therefore limited by the measurement bandwidth as derived in 4.1.2 and
suffers time-frequency uncertainty. On the other hand, the peak locations in TFDR are
directly obtained from time domain calculation, thus the frequency-to-time domain
IFT is avoided. However, the overlap of adjacent peaks should be avoided. The
resolution of the round trip path of the TFDR method is given by:
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vTl s min (4.13)
With TS = 5 ns and v = 8102 m/s, the resolution is 1 m (note: in this chapter,
‘resolution’ refers to the minimum interval between two detected peaks, and it has
nothing to do with the precision.), which is 20 times as high as that achieved by the
FDR method described in Subsection 4.1.2.
As can be seen from (4.12), the path lengths are determined only by the location
of peaks in time domain. Thus, the method does not require high accuracy of the
measurement of peak amplitudes. However, if the amplitude of a peak is too low, it is
hard to detect. According to (4.11), the decrease in the weighting factor gi or the
increase in the path length li causes a decrease in the amplitude of the i-th peak. Since
gi is the product of the transmission coefficient ρi and the reflection coefficient τi, and
11, ki and 12, ki for all nodes, the amplitude of gi decreases with the increase of
the number of nodes. Therefore, some ambiguity may occur in detecting the peaks,
which increases the estimation error rate, when the number of nodes and the distances
between nodes increase to a certain degree. This will be discussed further in Section
4.4 with numerical results.
4.2.2 Node-by-Node Greedy Algorithm for Topology Reconstruction
With the path lengths estimated, a proper algorithm to reconstruct the connections
among nodes is required. The algorithm is performed at the single measurement
point. The algorithm used in [32] reconstructs topology by processing individual
peaks of the measured correlation function Csr(t). However, with the increase of the
number of nodes in a network, the number of measured peaks increases dramatically
and it becomes computationally difficult to process the peaks one by one. Moreover,
since the same group of edges with different repeating times generates different
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groups of peaks, analysis of all the peaks is unnecessary. For example, with the
topology shown in Fig. 4.1, analyzing the peaks on paths a-b-c-b-c-b-a and a-b-c-b-a
actually detects the same edges a-b and b-c. The method in [32] also repeatedly
searches all possible connections for the same group of nodes in processing of every
peak, which causes redundancy.
We propose an enhanced greedy searching algorithm with reduced complexity
for topology reconstruction, which searches possible topologies node-by-node
instead of peak-by-peak. Since in most indoor power line networks, the outlets (end
nodes) are visible, we assume that the number of end nodes Nmax is known. The
reconstruction starts with a two-node topology S1. Let Lpk be the distance from
measurement point to the k-th peak of the TFDR correlation, thus the distance
between the two nodes in S1 is Lpk /2. Then we add new connections to a node in the
topology with possible distances to form candidate topologies. Unlike the algorithm
in [32] which tries to connect a new node to one of the existing nodes in each
iteration, in our algorithm, all possible connections to a particular node are generated
within one iteration. Then the theoretical path lengths of the new topologies are
compared to the results obtained from the measured TFDR correlation. The ones
having consistent path lengths with the measurement are kept in the candidate set and
are processed in next iteration. The process is repeated until the number of end nodes
exceeds Nmax.
A new approach to determine the set of possible distances for the new nodes to
be connected is proposed. As described above, the peak locations are calculated by
combinations of different numbers of echoes of edges. Let Dn be the length of the
shortest path from the measurement point to node n. Then the lengths of the edges
that connected to node n must be included in nkn DLpDif  , ( },...,1{ pkLk ). For
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example, edge d-e can be detected by the peak location of path a-b-d-e-d-b-a minus
the shortest path from node a to node d: a-b-d-b-a. For comparison with the
algorithm in [32], we use the same setup of maximum 2 new branches connected to
one branch node, and this can be extended to the cases with more branches. The
proposed greedy algorithm is described as follows.
Initialize S, the set of possible topologies, as S = {S1}, where S1 = [(1, 2) Lpk /2],
where the first and second elements refer to the two nodes and the third element
indicates the distance between them. The number of end nodes Nend = 2.
While Nend  Nmax
Start the search with node n = 2.
1. For i = 1, ..., |S|:
1) Load topology Si, and calculate the set of possible distances Difn for the new
nodes to connect to node n. Initialize an empty temporary sets T to store the
new possible topologies generated.
2) For j = 1, ..., |Difn|:
Add a new node connected to node n, with distance of Difn,j to form a new
candidate topology. Compare the theoretical path lengths of the new
topology with the measurement. If it is consistent with the measured result,
keep it in set T.
End For
3) If |T| > 1, let Tu,v represent the combined topology of element u and v,
which has two new nodes connected to node n. Find pairwise combinations
of all the elements of T.
4) Check the theoretical path lengths for each of the topologies, Tu,v
( vuTvTu  |},|,...,1{|},|,...,1{ ). Keep the ones whose path lengths are consistent
with the path lengths obtained via the measured TFDR correlation.
End For
2. Update S and Nend according to the candidate topologies obtained.
n = n+1;
End While
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Fig. 4.3 shows a sample reconstruction process of the 4-node topology in Fig. 4.1.
Dealing with nodes instead of peaks avoids processing repeating information. And
the instantaneous update of possible topologies after each iteration ensures that each
node is only processed once.
Fig. 4.3 Reconstruction process of the topology shown in Fig. 4.1
4.2.3 Impulsive Noise Source Assisted Dynamic Topology
Re-Estimation
PLC network is time-varying. Random activities such as appliance switched on/off
and plugged in/out cause changes to topology. Since how to detect the topology
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change was not addressed in the previous works, to grasp the instantaneous status of a
PLC network, a conventional approach is to estimate the full topology periodically. If
the topology estimation frequency is set too high, the computational complexity
required is dramatic; if the topology estimation frequency is too low, topology
changes in the network may be missed. Hence, the fixed-frequency topology
estimation is computationally inefficient.
The activities causing topology changes always generate impulsive noise [103] in
PLC networks. Thus, we propose to detect topology change by detecting the source
of impulsive noise. Unlike the periodic topology re-estimation, the proposed topology
re-estimation is triggered only by detection of impulsive noise, and does not operate
at a fixed frequency and a fixed complexity. If the impulsive noise source is uniquely
identified, the corresponding end node will simply be added/removed from the
network topology. Only if there is ambiguity with the impulsive noise source, i.e., the
impulsive noise source is not the only end node connected to a branch node, a
full-topology re-estimation needs to be conducted.
To model the impulsive noise ， several statistical distributions such as
Bernoulli-Gaussian (BG) [71], Middleton Class-A [72] and Gaussian-Mixture [73]
have been proposed. In this chapter, we consider the BG model which has been
widely recognized as an accurate approximation of impulsive behavior for practical
channels including urban PLC systems [104]. The probability density function of the
impulsive noise is expressed as a mixture of two Gaussian distributions:
),0(),0()1()( 22 bb GPGPzp   (4.14)
where P is the probability of impulsive noise occurrence, η is the ratio of impulsive
noise power to background noise power and ),0( 2bG  represents the Gaussian
distribution of the background noise with zero mean and variance 2b .
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As can be seen, the occurrence of the impulsive noise is unpredictable, and
therefore it is hard to obtain the round trip propagation time by measuring the
received peak locations as we do in path lengths estimation. We propose a time
difference of arrival (TDOA) based approach to locate the impulsive noise source.
The impulses often occur in bursts, which is difficult to distinguish the echoes of each
impulse with other impulses. Therefore, a second measurement node is required,
which is the end node with the longest direct path to the current measurement node.
We calculate the TDOA of the measured first peaks at the two measurement nodes
only. Assume that the initial topology before change is perfectly known via the
estimation approach described in previous subsections, the lengths of the direct paths
from node n to the two measurement points, Dn,1 and Dn,2 can then be obtained. The
TDOA of the first peaks of the impulsive noise traveling from node n to the two
measurement points, TD,n, can be expressed as:
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Therefore, a lookup table can be established with TD,n (n=1,…Nmax). Appropriate
thresholds should be set to detect impulsive noises at both measurement nodes.
Whenever the first peaks of an impulsive noise are detected, the corresponding time
difference (t1 - t2) can be calculated. By matching the calculated value of time
difference with the values in the lookup table, the impulsive noise source can be
located. Since the on/off status of the node before topology change is known, the
topology after change can be estimated.
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4.3 Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed TFDR
based topology estimation scheme. The reflectometry based approaches (both FDR
and TFDR) have the same complexity in path length estimation, as (4.12) is used by
both approaches to calculate the path lengths [32]. Hence, the computational
complexity of path length estimation is in the order of the number of measured peaks
N. Therefore, in the following analysis, we focus on the complexities of topology
reconstruction for initial topology estimation and dynamic topology estimation. We
first analyze the complexity of topology reconstruction in terms of the number of
comparisons required. For dynamic topology estimation, the number of full-topology
estimations required is evaluated.
4.3.1 Complexity of Topology Reconstruction
As described in Subsection 4.2.2, to estimate the topology of an N-node network,
the proposed algorithm starts with a 2-node topology, where node 1 is the
measurement node. Let Np be the number of measured peaks, there are (Np–1)
possible topologies with one new node connected to node 2. Let Mn denote the
number of candidates with one new node connected to node n which generates
consistent path lengths with the measurement result. After the first iteration of
selection, M2 candidates are obtained. The number of possible topologies with two
new nodes connected to node 2 is 2
2M
C , where knC represents the k-combination of n
elements. If the new topology which is formed by the combination of two candidate
topologies has consistent result with the measurement, the two element topologies
are removed from the candidate set while the combined one is kept. Therefore, to
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obtain all possible connections to node 2, a total of 2
2
1 Mp CN  comparisons are
required. Let
nM
~ represent the number of candidates kept to be processed in next
iteration. Since node 1 is the measurement node, there is only one node connected to
it, 1
~
M = 1. The total number of comparisons required for the node-by-node greedy
algorithm is expressed as:
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Since the peak-by-peak searching algorithm in [32] connects a new node to one of
the existing nodes in the candidate topology in each iteration, and searches through
all peaks, the number of comparisons required is given by:
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Subtracting (4.16) from (4.17) yields the difference of the total number of
comparisons by the two algorithms:
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(4.18) can be rewritten as
Ncp - Ncn = NA + NB (4.19)
where
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and
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are defined for the convenience of comparison. As described in Subsection 4.2.2, the
candidate toplogogies with one new node connected to node n are searched among
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(Np – n) possibilities, and the number of filtered candidates is very small, i.e., Mn <<
Np - n. Since 2
nM
C is the combination of the candidate topologies that have consistent
path lengths with the measurement selected from (Np – n) possibilities and the
algorithm is applied in a small scale network, it can be derived that 2
nM
C < Np - n .
Thus, NA> 0. It is also obvious that NB >> 0. Thus, it can be shown that Ncp - Ncn>>0,
implying that the proposed node-by-node greedy algorithm greatly reduces the
required number of comparisons for topology reconstruction than the peak-by-peak
searching algorithm in [32]. For example, during the reconstruction of the topology
shown in Fig. 4.4, the number of the filtered candidate topologies for each node is
shown in Table 4.1. The nodes a, b, ..., h can be numbered as nodes 1, 2, ..., 8, and the
number of peaks Np is obtained to be 52. Using (4.16) and (4.17), the number of
comparisons made by the node-by-node greedy algorithm and the peak-by-peak
searching algorithm are calculated as 482 and 2516, respectively.
Fig. 4.4 An example 8-node PLC network
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Table 4.1. The number of candidate topologies obtained for each node of the
topology in Fig. 4.4
Node a b c d e f g h
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Mn 1 7 1 3 2 7 1 N/A
nM
~ 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 N/A
Fig. 4.5. Average number of comparisons conducted to reconstruct the network
topology by the node-by-node greedy algorithm and the peak-by-peak algorithm [32]
For a more general comparison, three groups of topologies with 6, 8 and 10
nodes respectively are randomly generated and reconstructed by both searching
algorithms. There are 100 topologies generated in each group, and the distances
between nodes are randomly generated by uniform distribution over [1, 50] meters.
The countable number of echoes per branch is set to be Ne = 4. Fig. 4.5 shows the
average number of comparisons required by the proposed node-by-node greedy
algorithm and the peak-by-peak algorithm [32] to reconstruct the topologies. As can
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be seen, the proposed algorithm requires only 17.5%, 14.3% and 7.6% of the
complexity of the peak-by-peak algorithm for 6-node, 8-node and 10-node topologies,
respectively. With the increase of the number of nodes in the network, the number of
measured peaks increases, and therefore more comparisons are required to determine
the correct distances between nodes. Moreover, the number of peaks increases much
faster than the number of nodes in a network. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is
more computationally efficient than the peak-by-peak algorithm, especially in a
power line network with more nodes.
4.3.2 Complexity of Dynamic Topology Estimation
In this subsection, we evaluate the complexity of the proposed dynamic topology
estimation approach with the assistance of impulsive noise source detection.
Assuming perfect detection of the first noise impulse due to topology change, a
full-topology re-estimation is conducted only if there is ambiguity about the impulsive
noise source detected. Therefore, we use the number of full-topology estimations
needed as the complexity metric. Since none of the previous approaches have
considered time-varying topology, we assume that a full-topology estimation is
conducted periodically with their approaches. Thus, their approaches require a fixed
number of full-topology estimations over a certain period of time. We assume that the
interval is set to be small enough so that no topology change is missed.
Fig. 4.6 shows the average number of full-topology estimations needed over one
hour by the proposed method and the conventional methods. The random topology
generator in [19] is used to generate different networks with area 100 m2. Six groups
of networks with 1000 samples each are generated, with the area of clusters ranging
from 10 to 35 m2. The number of outlets per m2 is set to 0.25 and the probability that
an end node is not connected to any loads is 0.3. We consider one household, and set
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the impulse rate to 0.0122 impulse/s, which is 1/10 of the mean daytime impulse rate
of an apartment building measured in [64]. The BG impulsive noise model [71] is
adopted, and the parameters P = 0.0122, η = 20, 5.02 b and sampling frequency of
1 Hz are chosen. The simulation results showed that the minimum time interval
between the generated noise impulses is about 4.3 s. Thus, to detect all impulses, the
minimum frequency of full-topology estimation with fixed interval should be set to no
less than 23.0
3.4
1  Hz. Without losing generality, the frequency used in this
experiment is set to be 0.25 Hz to simplify calculations. The average frequency of
dynamic topology estimation can be calculated as the number of full estimations
divided by time. For example, the average frequency for a 10 m2 cluster area is
calculated as 25.2/ 3600 = 0.07 Hz, which is much lower than a fixed frequency of
0.25 Hz (minimum required) for periodic full-complexity topology estimation. As
can be seen from the figure, the average number of full-topology estimations
required by the impulsive noise assisted approached is only 2.8~4 % of that required
by the methods with fixed full-topology estimation frequency. With the increase of
the cluster area, there is a small increase in complexity because the number of outlets
connected to the same derivation box increases with the area of cluster [19], causing
more ambiguity of the impulsive noise source detection.
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Fig. 4.6 Average number of full-topology estimations required for random topology
changes over one hour by the approaches with and without the assistance of
impulsive noise source detection
4.4 Simulation Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed initial topology estimation scheme by
comparing it with the FDR based non-parametric method [32] and parametric method
[97]. The path lengths of signal traveling in a sample 8-node topology are estimated
by both the proposed TFDR based method and the FDR based methods. The results
are compared in terms of resolution and accuracy.
4.4.1 Results for a Small-Scale Network
The network topology shown in Fig. 4.4 is estimated by both the TFDR and FDR
based approaches. The shortest distance between any two nodes is 2.5 m, which
requires high-resolution topology estimation. The load impedance of nodes a, c, e, g,
h are chosen to be 1000 Ω, 50 Ω, 150 Ω, 10 Ω, and 150 Ω respectively, which are
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typical values of impedance of home appliances. The line parameters of type 0 indoor
power line cable [52] are used, and for the parametric FDR method [97], a sampling
frequency of 10f kHz is chosen to satisfy the maximum detectable distance [97].
We use the same setup of frequency band Bs, central frequency ω0, and time duration
TS as for Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.7 shows the generated cross-correlation of the TFDR based approach. As
can be seen, the magnitudes of peaks of the multipath PLC channel do not necessarily
decrease with time. The reason is that the reflected signals from different paths may
arrive at the measurement point at the same time, so that the magnitudes of the peaks
are accumulated.
Fig. 4.7 Cross-correlation Csr(t) of the topology shown in Fig. 4.4
The first two columns of Table 4.2 indicate the peak number and the corresponding
path lengths of the signal propagation obtained from the measurement point. e.g.,
peak 1 refers to path a-b-a, peak 2: a-b-d-b-a, peak 3: a-b-a-b-a, peak 4: a-b-d-b-d-b-a,
peak 5: a-b-a-b-d-b-a, etc. Due to space limit, we only list the first 10 paths out of a
total of 52 in Table 4.2. As can be seen, due to the resolution limitation described in
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sub-section 4.1.2, which indicates that the minimum interval of two detectable path of
FDR is large, the FDR approaches can only detect a few paths while the TFDR
method successfully detects all paths. In terms of accuracy, the average estimation
error of all the 52 paths are calculated as: 90.28% for the non-parametric FDR method
[32], 61.65% for parametric FDR method [97] (a missed path denoted by ‘  ’ is
counted as 100% error), and only 0.79% for the proposed TFDR method.
According to the path lengths obtained by TFDR based estimation, we use the
proposed node-by-node greedy algorithm to reconstruct the network shown in Fig. 4.4,
and the topology is estimated with low errors, as shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2 Path length estimation of the topology in Fig.4.4 (the missed paths are
denoted by ‘’)
Path No.
Actual Path
Length (m)
TFDR (m)
Non-
parametric
FDR [32] (m)
Parametric
FDR [97] (m)
1 9 9.03 8.28 8.76
2 14 13.87  14.89
3 18 18.07  
4 19 19.26  17.98
5 23 22.93  
6 28 27.78  
7 36 36.22  34.16
8 41 40.85 41.81 
9 44 43.57  
10 45 45.25  
... ... ... ... ...
52 126 125.03  127.38
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Table 4.3 Estimated distances between nodes by the proposed TFDR based topology
estimation scheme
Edge a-b b-c b-d d-e d-f f-g f-h
Distance (m) 4.5 13.5 2.5 18 15 20.5 9
Estimated Dist. (m) 4.52 13.60 2.42 17.76 14.89 20.38 9.17
Error (%) 0.44 0.74 3.20 1.33 0.73 0.59 1.89
4.4.2. Results for a Larger-Scale Network
We also consider a larger-scale network and repeat the simulation above. The
topology is the same as that shown in Fig. 4.4, except that the distances between
nodes are set to be longer, as shown in Table 4.4. The experimental results are
demonstrated in Table 4.5. As can be seen, the TFDR based method still detects all
signal propagation paths. Due to the spectral leakage problem [32], which refers to the
new spectrum produced by Fourier transform that changes the magnitude and angle of
the original frequency domain signal, the FDR based methods miss some of the paths.
TFDR yields smaller errors than FDR methods over all paths. The errors by TFDR
range from 0.04% to 0.35%, while they are from 0.61% to 3.53% and 0.26% to 1.43%
by non-parametric and parametric FDR based methods. The average errors of all path
lengths are calculated as 0.17% for the TFDR and 11.28% and 17.34% for the FDR
based methods respectively.
Table 4.4 Distances between nodes in a larger-scale network
Edge a-b b-c b-d d-e d-f f-g f-h
Distance (m) 50 90 40 130 70 120 80
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Table 4.5 Path length estimation of a larger-scale network
Path No.
Actual Path
Length (m)
TFDR (m)
Non-
parametric
FDR [32] (m)
Parametric
FDR [97] (m)
1 100 99.75 99.39 99.69
2 180 179.55 186.35 177.42
3 200 199.35 197.08 
4 260 259.10 256.78 257.33
5 280 279.03 273.32 
6 320 319.20 323.01 316.68
7 360 359.10 361.29 360.94
8 440 438.95 434.83 437.83
9 480 479.15  482.66
10 500 499.80 496.95 497.34
... ... ... ... ...
52 880 878.26 875.39 885.91
To evaluate the scalability of the proposed TFDR based method, 5 groups of
topologies with the number of nodes ranging from 10 to 50 are randomly generated,
and different values of the longest distances between nodes are assigned to each
topology. The TFDR based path lengths estimation is conducted for each topology.
Table 4.6 shows the occurrence rate of ambiguity in detecting the peaks of each
group of topologies, averaged over 100 samples per group. As can be seen, the
proposed algorithm works perfectly when the number of nodes is small. As the
distances between nodes and the number of nodes increase, the occurrence rate of
ambiguity increases gradually, as discussed in Subsection 4.2.1. However, even in
the worst case, i.e., a 50-node topology with 300 m maximum distance between
nodes, the average occurrence rate of ambiguity is only 5.9%. Since the number of
detected peaks is typically above 200 for a 50-node topology, the 5.9% ambiguity
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will cause no more than 3% increase in the topology estimation error. Therefore, the
proposed TFDR based algorithm can be applied to typical indoor PLC networks.
Table 4.6 Average occurrence rate of ambiguity of each topology group by the
TFDR based path lengths estimation
Number of Nodes
The Longest
distance between
nodes
10 20 30 40 50
50 m 0 0 0 2.1% 2.9%
100 m 0 0 0 2.8% 3.6%
150 m 0 0 1.9% 3.1% 4.1%
200 m 0 0 2.2% 3.7% 4.9%
250 m 0 1.1% 2.8% 4.1% 5.3%
300 m 0 1.3% 3.3% 5.2% 5.9%
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a low-complexity and high-resolution dynamic topology estimation
scheme has been proposed for indoor PLC networks, which consists of a TFDR
based method for path length estimation, a node-by-node greedy algorithm for
topology reconstruction, and an impulsive noise assisted dynamic topology
re-estimation method. Simulation results show that the proposed TFDR method
significantly outperforms the FDR based methods [32] [97] in terms of both
resolution and accuracy for path length estimation, with a resolution of 1 m and an
average estimation error of below 1% achieved. Additionally, the proposed
node-by-node greedy algorithm can reduce the complexity of the topology
reconstruction by as much as 92.4% over the peak-by-peak searching algorithm [32].
The impulsive noise source detection assisted method also effectively reduces the
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number of re-estimations by about 97.2% over a topology re-estimation scheme with
fixed interval for estimating time-varying topologies. Therefore, the proposed
scheme is particularly suitable for in-home power line networks with time-varying
topologies, thanks to its low complexity and high resolution and accuracy.
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Chapter 5
Cross-Layer Routing and Resource
Allocation assisted by Dynamic
Topology Estimation
In Chapter 4, an accurate dynamic topology estimation scheme has been proposed,
and by utilizing this approach, schemes for improving communication performance
of PLC systems can be further developed.
As introduced in Chapter 1, PLC systems for Smart Grid are expected to provide
data transmission for multiple users with heterogeneous delay requirements.
Adaptive resource allocation algorithm plays a crucial role in achieving a good
channel capacity for multiuser multi-tasking services over PLC. Due to the
multi-level characteristic and the abruptly varying topology, an appropriate routing
scheme is highly demanded to provide reliable and efficient delivery of data packets
through the grid.
The previous work has focused on applying the geographic routing algorithms
in the wireless communications literature to PLC networks, such as Beacon Less
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Routing (BLR) [106], Implicit Geographic Forwarding (IGF) [107], Beacon Based
Routing (BBR) [108], flooding [109], etc. However, most of these algorithms based
on the concept of ‘neighborhood’, which determines the ‘next hop’ distributively at
each node. Among these distributed solutions, the BBR, which voids packet
duplication and RTS/CTS overhead suffered by the BLR and IGF, is considered as a
reliable algorithm for PLC [30]. Flooding [109] refers to the system that every node
overhears a message and also retransmits it. By this way, signaling overhead can be
greatly reduced [110]. A Shortest Path Routing (SPR) approach was proposed in [29],
which provides an energy-efficient solution for packet routing with the knowledge of
instantaneous connectivity of devices. However, in [29], resource management was
not discussed and the AWGN noise model considered was not suitable for PLC. A
routing algorithm based on transporting matrix for PLC was proposed in [111] which
is simple to implement. However, this algorithm has limited ability in adapting to
dynamic changing toplogies. Paper [112] presented a like-Ant Colony algorithm
which has advantage in efficiency of searching, but it costs too much resources at the
same time [113]. In [114], a time usage minimization based routing scheme was
introduced without consideration of topology change, which is more suitable in a
large network with a relatively stable topology. On the other hand, resource
management has also been investigated for different optimization objectives in PLC
systems [115-118]. In [27], a round robin allocation based algorithm was proposed to
maximize the total network rate. In [28], sub-channel ordering was utilized to obtain
optimal throughput with the consideration of more practical noise model instead of
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AWGN. In [115], a bit-loading lookup table resource allocation algorithm was
proposed to solve multiuser and multi-objective problems. The algorithm includes
PHY layer constraints, but the different delay requirements of users was not
discussed. A cross-layer resource management and scheduling scheme based on
utility theory was proposed in [118]. However, the authors only considered
subcarrier allocation at the PHY layer, but not power allocation.
In this chapter, a cross-layer routing and resource allocation scheme assisted by
dynamic topology estimation is proposed for indoor PLC networks. The scheme is
aimed to maximize system throughput subject to transmission power constraint and
delay requirements of heterogeneous multi-user indoor PLC networks. This work is
different in following aspects. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work solving the multi-user network layer routing problem based on the result of
PHY layer resource allocation for indoor PLC network. As a result, the system
throughput and packet loss rate (PLR) are greatly improved compared to the
approaches without resource allocation. Second, a cross-layer joint power and
subcarrier allocation algorithm for indoor PLC communication has been proposed
and it obtains the maximal PHY layer throughput satisfying heterogeneous delay
requirements with the minimum required power. In this chapter, the “delay” refers to
packect queuing delay which is the time a packet waits in the queue before being
processed, and the power allocation refers to the process of assigning different
amount of power to different subcarriers to optimize the performance of an OFDM
system. Finally, with the assistant of dynamic topology estimation, the routing can be
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solved with a centralized solution. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme
has a much lower packet loss rate than the distributed solutions in a network with
time-varying topology.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model and problem
formulation are presented in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes the proposed
cross-layer routing and resource allocation scheme assisted by dynamic topology
estimation. The simulation results and analysis is provided in Section 5.3. A
concluding discussion is given in Section 5.4.
5.1 System Model and Problem Formulation
5.1.1 Network Topology
In this chapter, a two-level cluster based topology structure [19] is considered, as
depicted in Fig. 5.1. The first connection level is between the outlets (appliances) and
the associated derivation box. The second level refers to the connections between
derivation boxes. In a typical indoor network, PLC modems are installed only at
derivation boxes which coordinate the communication within the cluster and perform
data exchange with derivation boxes in other clusters. Therefore, this work focuses
on the communication among the derivation boxes only, and all other nodes are
carried back to the corresponding derivation boxes as described in [19].
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Fig. 5.1 Example cluster based PLC network structure
The topology is represented by a graph ）（ EV,G , in which each vertex
Vv denotes a node in the network. If two nodes vi and vj are connected in the PLC
network, there exists an edge e = (vi, vj) between them. The locations of the
derivation boxes and the power line connecting them are static, however, the
connectivity between each pair of nodes is considered to be dynamic. An integer
parameter }1,0{eX is used to indicate the connectivity of link e, where Xe = 1
means e is connected, otherwise it is disconnected. To obtain the instantaneous
channel status and connectivity, the dynamic topology estimation scheme proposed
in Chapter 4 is utilized. Fig. 5.2 shows a network which represents a typical
European low-voltage power distributed network in residential areas [3]. Circles
represent derivation boxes (network nodes) of clusters, and the edges are the power
line cables connecting them.
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As can be seen from the figure, there are some “rings” included in the topology,
for example, 5-9-10-6. However, each node in this figure does not represent a single
outlet/appliance in a circuit, but refers to a derivation box in a cluster which connects
a number of outlets/appliances [19]. Therefore, the “rings” do not represent physical
loops in an electrical circuit. Moreover, there are actually ring topologies used for
PLC in some countries [50]. Even if in a topology without any “rings”, the results of
routing schemes in this chapter will not be affected at all, since they search routes
according to the knowledge of instantaneous topology as described in section 5.2.1.
Fig. 5.2 A typical topology of derivation boxes of an indoor PLC network
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5.1.2 Channel and Noise Models
As described in Chapter 4, the channel of each link e of the power line network can
be represented by a multi-path frequency-selective fading model. The signal
traveling along path i is characterized by the weighting factor ge,i, the attenuation
factor Ae,i (f), and the distance of path de,i. The attenuation factor can be represented
by [59]:
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where a0, a1, and x are the attenuation parameters of the power line network. Thus,
the frequency response of the top-down PLC channel model is formulated as [59]:
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where vp is the propagation speed of signal on power line. Different from wireless
channel which has AWGN background noise, PLC channel is shared by a number of
appliances and suffers random load impedance changes. Therefore, the background
noise of PLC is considered to be colored which is a superposition of numerous low
intensity noise sources whose PSD decrease with the increase of frequency [119]. In
this chapter, the colored background noise model in [119] is employed, whose PSD
is approximated as [119]:
0/
0)(
ffeBBfB   (5.3)
where B is the PSD when f , B0 is the difference between the maximum PSD
and B , and f0 refers to the decaying exponential rate.
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The occurance of impulsive noise is considered as another factor that has impact
on data transmission due to its high amplitudes and strong time variance. The BG
model as introduced in Chapter 4 is cosidered as a suitable stastical model to
represent the impulsive noise in PLC channels [71]. The frequency domain noise can
be generated according to the probability density function which is:
),0(),0()1( 22 bb GPGPp   (5.4)
where P is the probability of impulsive noise occurrence, η is the ratio of impulsive
noise power to background noise power and ),0( 2bG  represents the Gaussian
distribution of the background noise with zero mean and variance 2b .
An OFDM system is considered in this work. Assume there are K users in total at
a source node to transmit packets to a destination node. For each link of the
transmission route, it is assumed that a total bandwidth of W is divided into N
independent subcarriers and shared by the K users. The OFDM signaling is
time-slotted and each time slot is of length ts. Assuming perfect CSI of the network is
available, the achievable data rate of user k on subcarrier n of link e can be calculated
as:
)1(log ,,,,2,, nkenkenke pN
W
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(5.4)
where nke ,, is the CNR for user k on subcarrier n. Thus, the total achievable data
rate of link e can be expressed as:
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where }1,0{,, nkeS denotes subcarrier allocation for subcarrier n in link e. If
subcarrier n is allocated to user k , Se,k,n = 1, otherwise Se,k,n = 0.
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5.1.3 Problem Formulation
In this subsection, a cross-layer routing and resource allocation problem of the
investigated system is formulated. The queuing information is used for the PHY
layer resource allocation, while the result of resource allocation determines the
network layer routing strategy. Define node s and d as the source and destination
node respectively. Since the instantaneous topology is obtained by the proposed
dynamic topology estimation scheme, Z(s,d), the set of all possible routes from s to d
can be obtained. Let PT denote the maximum total transmit power and Pv denote the
maximum transmit power of node v. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that all
nodes in the network have the same maximum transmission power constraint and do
not employ power adaptation, i.e. each node has a fixed power constraint, and if the
power is not used up at one node, the remaining power won’t be used by other nodes,
which can be easily extended to the case with different node power constraints. It is
also assumed that for user k there is a maximum delay tolerance Tv,k at node v, and
Tv,k = Tk is constant across all nodes. The objective of the scheme is to find the route
with maximal optimized throughput from the source to the destination in a PLC
network, which can be formulated as:
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5.2 Cross-Layer Routing and Resource Allocation assisted by
Dynamic Topology Estimation
5.2.1 Dynamic Topology Estimation assisted Centralized Routing
The initial design objective was single path routing based on deterministic resource
allocation along different paths. However, as introduced in the previous chapters, the
topology of a PLC network is time varying and the changes of connectivity are
random. Different from the previous work which deals with the topology changes by
either updating the connection information periodically [28] or attempting repeatedly
when transmission fails [27], the stochastic problem is transformed into a
deterministic one by utilizing the dynamic topology estimation algorithm. The initial
topology before changes is only required to be estimated once with the TFDR based
algorithm, and the connectivity of nodes can be instantly updated whenever a
topology change is detected. With the estimated topology and the instantaneous
connectivity information, all the routes for transmitting signal form the source to the
destination Z(s,d) can then be found. For each route ),( dsZz , the power and
subcarrier are allocated to the users jointly at each node to obtain the maximum
throughput of the route. Finally, the route with maximum throughput while satisfying
heterogeneous delay requirements can be found. Fig. 5.3 shows the flowchart of the
scheme.
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Fig. 5.3 The flowchart of the topology estimation assisted dynamic routing and
resource allocation scheme
5.2.2 Optimal Resource Allocation
Since the throughput of a route is determined by the link with the minimal
throughput [120], the capacity of route Rz, ）（ dsZz , is expressed as:
},{min )1-(),...,2()1(
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Where L is the number of nodes in route z. For simplicity, we use Rv(l) to express the
capacity of the link connecting the l-th and (l+1)-th node on route z in the rest of the
chapter. The optimization problem can be rewritten as:
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It can be deduced that (5.11) is maximized only if
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To solve the optimization problem (5.17), the heterogeneous delay constraint
(5.16) needs to be expressed in terms of PHY layer parameters. An M/M/1 queuing
model [121] is considered. At node v, packets of heterogeneous users come into
buffer according to a Poisson process with rate λv,k, which is the average packet
arrival rate of user k at node v. Let μv,k denote the average service rate of user k at
node v, then the average waiting time of packets of user k can be expressed as [121]:
klvklvklv
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Since the service rate is the reciprocal of the time a packet at the server before
departing, μv(l),k can be calculated as F/Rv(l),k . Where F is the fixed packet size in bits,
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and Rv(l),k is the data rate of queue k at node v(l). The service time can be expressed as
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Then (5.18) can be expressed as:
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Therefore, an equivalent rate constraint of (5.16) is:
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which can be rewritten as klvklv GR ),(),(  , where
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The Lagrangian of the modified objective function is:
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where γv(1),n, εv(1) and ϕv(1) are the Lagrange multipliers. It can be derived that:
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and relaxing Sv(l),n,k as [120] did, subcarrier n is
allocated to user k* at node v(l) which satisfies:
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which indicates that the user with higher urgency factor εv(l),k has a higher chance to
be allocated with subcarriers.
The corresponding optimal power allocated to subcarrier n of user k on link e(v(l),
v(l+1)) is:
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which can be interpreted as a multi-level water filling strategy. The users with
stringent delay requirements are transmitted at a higher power water-level
(1+εv(l),k)/ϕv(l), while the delay-insensitive users (εv(l),k is very small) are allocated at
the water level 1/ϕv(l). Since the frequencies of the subcarriers are close to each other,
it would be difficult for the hardware to allocate power to each subcarrier after
modulation. One way to realised the power allocation is by assigning different
weights to subcarriers according to (5,25) before modulation. The modulation can
then be conducated with the weights of subcarriers, and the power amplifer can
allocate the subcarriers with desired values.
The Lagrange multiplier can be obtained by solving the system of equations:
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To search for the roots of (5.26), the bisection method [122] is used. First of all, the
single-variable functions )()( lvf and )()( lvg are mono-increasing. The lower
bound and upper bound of the feasible search range of εk and ϕ can then be derived
and expressed as: Lk , Uk and L , U respectively. The search algorithm for the
Lagrange multipliers can be described as:
1. Initialize ϕ and εk.
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4. Substitute ϕ obtained in step 3 into step 2 and update εk..
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until
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, the εk* and ϕ* is then obtained.
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5.3 Simulation Results
This section presents numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed cross-layer routing and resource allocation assisted by dynamic topology
estimation (RRA-DTE) for the power line network. Comparisons with other
centralized and distributed routing schemes are also provided.
5.3.1 Simulation Setup
For the simulation experiments, an OFDM system with total bandwidth of 20 MHz
consisting N=128 subcarriers is considered. The duration of a scheduling slot ts is
assumed to be 2 ms. Three different classes of users with the arrival rates and delay
tolerance as )}1000,6.0(),4,4.0(),2,3.0{(),( T (packet per time slots, time slots) are
considered. Class 1 and Class 2 represent delay-sensitive users, and Class 3
represents delay-insensitive users. In this Chapter, each user refers to one smart
appliance connected to the corresponding derivation box, and different users have
different impedance and paths to the derivation box [19]. Therefore, the attenuation
of transmission of each user is different, but since they are coordinated by the same
derivation box, their transmission channels to other nodes are correlated. We assume
that each packet contains 64 bits. The topology shown in Fig. 5.2 is used as the initial
network, node 1 and node 15 are set to be the source and destination respectively.
The power line channel parameters of network are assumed the same as considered
in [117]: a0=0, a1=7.810-10, x=1, vp=2108 m/s. The number of dominating paths of
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the multi-path reflection is set to I= 5 and the path factor ge,i is randomly generated
over [0.1, 0.4] for each user. The path distance de,i is also randomly generated by
uniform distribution over [60 180]. The PSD of the colored background noise of each
link is randomly generated by uniform distribution over [-75+46.7e-1.6f, -85+46.7e-1.6f]
(dBm/Hz), where the unit for f is MHz. In this work we also examed the influence of
occurance of impulisive noise to system throughput in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9. Since
similar indoor enviroment is considered, the same set up of parameters of the
impulsive noise in chapter 4 are used in this chapter. Fig. 5.4 depicts typical unit
power CNR curves of three arbitrary users on one link of the power-line channels,
which also demonstrated the multiuser diversity of the system. All the results shown
in this section are obtained by averaging the results of 1000 independent trials.
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Fig. 5.4 Multiuser diversity of the system demonstrated by CNR curves of three
arbitrary users
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5.3.2 Numerical Results
Fig. 5.5 illustrates the total system throughput obtained by the proposed RRA-DTE
versus the number of users K when the power constraint of node Pv = 40 dBm. Three
experiments are conducted to show the impact the number of users of different
classes. In each experiment, the number one class of user increases while the other
two classes has one user each. As can be seen, the throughput increases with the
number of users due to multiuser diversity gain. Since Class 1 and Class 2 users
require more power to support the stringent delay requirements, the throughput
increases the most when the number of the delay insensitive Class 3 users increases.
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Fig. 5.5 Average total system throughput vs different number of each class of users
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In Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, the average system throughput versus node power constraint
of different schemes are depicted by considering a system with the number of each
class of users: (K1, K2, K3)= (1, 1, 1). Fig. 5.6 shows the comparison between the
proposed RRA-DTE scheme and the SPR [29]. Both methods are centralized routing
methods, but the SPR does not consider resource allocation. In the following figures,
‘SA only’ denotes that only the subcarrier allocation is applied and the power
allocated to each subcarrier is uniform and equals to Pv/N. On the contrary, ‘PA only’
indicates that only power allocation is applied and subcarriers in two consecutive
slots are simply paired by their corresponding subcarrier indices. As shown in Fig.
5.6, the proposed scheme achieves the best performance. When the transmit power is
high, the performance of the SPR with SA is close to optimal, because PA provides
only marginal gains at high SNR. Fig. 5.7 compares the proposed scheme with a
distributed solution, BBR [108], which is considered to be a reliable algorithm
comparing with other distributed algorithms. As shown in the figure, the BBR
achieves a much lower throughput even with the proposed resource allocation
algorithm. This is because the distributed methods rely on the neighborhood
knowledge only, however, the throughput of a route is determined by the link with
minimal capacity which is hard to optimize without the overall route information.
Both Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 also indicate that the minimal power required to support the
delay tolerance is substantially reduced by using the proposed RRA-DTE.
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Fig. 5.6 Average system throughput vs node transmit power constraint of different
centralized schemes
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Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 show the system throughput versus node power constraint of the
centralized and distributed solutions under the occurance of an impulsive noise on
the route. As can be seen, the average system throughput obtained by each scheme
has decreased greatly comparing to it under the same transmit power in Figs. 5.6 and
5.7. This is because the amplitude of the power of an impulsive noise is much higher
than the background noise, and therefore results in a lower CNR in (5.4), i.e. lower
throughput is obtained. Due to the similar reason, the minimum required power for
each scheme has increased in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. However, since the same set up of
impulsive noise are used which has the same impact to each algorithm, the priority of
the solutions in system throughput does not change as shown in both figures. As can
be derived from optimazition problem (5.11), the occurance of an impulsive noise
does not change the principle of a resource allocation algorithm, and its occurance is
also low in practical. Therefore, without lossing generality, we mainly considered
background noise in the rest of the simulations.
Fig. 5.8 Average system throughput of different centralized schemes under the
occurance of an impulsive noise on the route
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Fig. 5.9 Average system throughput of the proposed scheme and BBR [108] under
the occurance of an impulsive noise on the route
Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 show the PLR of the schemes when the node power
constraint is smaller than the minimal required power for the delay constraints. PLR
is defined as the ratio of the number of packets that could not be delivered to the
number of packets sent by the source. As can be seen, the proposed scheme achieves
the lowest PLR in the whole range of the power and satisfies the delay constraints
with the minimum node power. For instance, the proposed method has the PLR of
0.17 when the node power constrain is 20 dBm which is about 1/4 of the PLR of the
BBR without resource allocation. Although the power is not sufficient to support all
delay requirements, the urgency factor and water-filling level remain the same.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm still achieves the minimal overall PLR.
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Fig. 5.10 PLR of the centralized methods when the node power constraint is smaller
than the minimal required power for the delay
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Fig. 5.12 shows the effect of randomly switching off nodes on PLR to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme in a dynamic topology. The
node power constraint Pv is assumed to be 30 dBm, and the numbers of each class of
users are (K1, K2, K3) = (1, 1, 1). Utilizing the topology change detection approach,
the topology knowledge is updated instantaneously. As a result, the proposed scheme
keeps the PLR at 0 when the number of disconnected nodes is not much. On the
contrary, BBR has only the neighborhood knowledge, broken links may appear in
target route and therefore forced to pick links with poor channel condition, which
causes increase of PLR. For example, when 4 nodes are randomly disconnected, the
PLR of the topology estimation based method is still 0 while the BBR based method
has a PLR of 0.42. However, when a large number of nodes are disconnected, there
may be no route which can support all delay requirements resulting in high PLR for
both methods.
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Fig. 5.12 Average PLR due to nodes being randomly disconnected (switched off)
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, a cross-layer routing and resource allocation scheme assisted by
dynamic topology estimation has been proposed to optimize the system throughput
of an indoor PLC network with heterogeneous delay requirements. The proposed
scheme utilizes the estimation scheme developed in chapter 4 to obtain the
instantaneous topology and connectivity information of the network. Thus, the
network layer routing can be done centrally at the source which is more robust
against topology changes comparing to distributed algorithms. With optimal resource
allocation, the maximized capacity of each link can be obtained in advance so that
the maximized-minimum throughput of a whole route can be obtained easily.
Simulation results show that the optimal resource allocation is essential in improving
system throughput and reducing PLR. Moreover, with the assistance of the dynamic
topology estimation, the proposed scheme substantially outperforms the distributed
solution BBR [108] in terms of throughput and PLR. It is also shown that the
proposed scheme is much more reliable for a time-varying network than the
neighborhood knowledge based distributed schemes.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, efficient and reliable solutions have been investigated for PLC
networks, including dynamic topology estimation and cross-layer routing and
resource allocation for smart grid applications.
In Chapter 2, the network structure and channel modeling of a PLC network was
reviewed. The communication applications of the HV, MV and LV networks were
discussed. While the bottom-up and top-down approaches for channel modeling were
reviewed. It was found that the random and unpredictable topology changes are
crucial research challenges for PLC applications.
In Chapter 3, a detailed topological analysis of LV PLC networks was provided,
and a popular random topology generator was introduced. Furthermore, basic
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knowledge of time-frequency domain analysis and resource allocation for OFDM
based system were studied for a better understanding of the investigated topics.
In Chapter 4, a dynamic topology estimation scheme assisted by impulsive noise
source detection was proposed for indoor PLC networks. The scheme estimates
signal path lengths with TFDR first, and performs a node-by-node greedy algorithm
at the single measurement point to reconstruct the topology according to the
estimated path lengths. With the original PLC network topology estimated, impulsive
noise source is detected to infer dynamic topology changes in the network.
Simulation results show that the proposed TFDR method significantly outperforms
the FDR based methods [32] [97] in terms of resolution and accuracy for path length
estimation. Furthermore, the proposed node-by-node greedy algorithm has
dramatically reduced the complexity of the topology reconstruction compared to the
existing algorithm [32]. With the impulsive noise source detection based method, the
number of re-estimations is reduced by about 97.2% over conventional re-estimation
schemes with fixed re-estimation frequency. With these advantages in complexity
and resolution, the proposed scheme is particular for applications of time-varying
in-home power line networks.
In Chapter 5, to fulfill the increasing demand for high speed and multi-tasking
communication services of PLC, a cross-layer routing and resource allocation
scheme assisted by dynamic topology estimation was proposed. The aim of scheme
is to optimize the system throughput of indoor PLC network with heterogeneous user
delay requirements. Utilizing the dynamic topology estimation presented in Chapter
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4, routing is done with a centralized solution which is more robust against topology
changes comparing to distributed algorithms. With optimal resource allocation, the
maximized capacity of each link is obtained in advance so that the
maximized-minimum throughput of a whole route can be calculated. It was found
from the simulation results that the optimal resource allocation plays an essential role
in improving system throughput and reducing PLR [29]. Moreover, with the
assistance of the dynamic topology estimation, the proposed scheme substantially
outperforms the distributed solution BBR [108] in terms of throughput and PLR. The
low PLR achieved in a time-varying network also proved that the proposed scheme is
a more reliable solution for practical PLC applications.
6. 2 Future Work
In the research on topological analysis and resource management of PLC systems
presented in this thesis, the results are based on simulations of the signal and channel
models. The practical measurement has not been conducted, since a micro power
grid is expensive and difficult to build. Furthermore, the throughput optimization is
only conducted in PLC systems, the smart grid can utilize hybrid communication
technologies in different scenarios to enhance system performance. Hence, the future
research topics are summarized as the following:
1. A micro power grid will be built so that measurements can be done to analyze the
practical channel characteristics, and that the dynamic topology estimation scheme
can be verified and refined according to the measurement results.
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2. Topology estimation schemes will be developed for a hybrid (both wired and
wireless) communication system for smart grid applications, the optimized switching
point from one network to another can be determined afterwards.
3. Routing and resource allocation schemes will be extended to a hybrid
communication system for smart grid. They can also be utilized for selecting and
switching among different networks either to improve system performance or reduce
resource cost.
4. The optimization scheme investigated in Chapter 5 will also be applied to other
performance metrics such as energy consumption and end-to-end delay. Furthermore,
the scheme is going to be extended to a hybrid communication system for smart grid
applications.
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